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T 

witter hashtag 
#Arabyouthsurvey was 
trending following the 
publication of the eighth 
Asda’a Burson-Marsteller 

Arab Youth Survey, aptly demon-
strating young Arabs’ close rela-
tionship with social media.

The survey indicated that, in the 
post-“Arab spring” Middle East, so-
cial media are more important than 
ever. For Arab youth, social media 
are means to communicate with 
each other, interact with the world 
and consume and share news.

“Throughout the Middle East, 
social media have emerged as a 
replacement for the lack of public 
space. This is not a complacent and 
subservient youth that feels con-
strained by the governing practices 
of the past. Rather, it is a youth 
that actively seeks a broader and 
deeper role for itself in shaping its 
own environment and the societies 
in which they live,” said a report on 
the survey, titled Inside the Hearts 
and Minds of Arab Youth.

For Palestinian-Canadian writer 
Chaker Khazaal, who has more 
than 250,000 twitter followers 
and was selected “most influential 
young Arab” by Arabian Business 
magazine in 2016, the role of social 
media could not be more impor-
tant.  “Arab youth are engaged in 
social media because it has given 
them a voice to express their opin-
ions on social, political and civic 
matters directly to their peers and 
unfiltered from any forms of op-

pression,”  said Khazaal, who spoke 
on the Arab Youth Survey panel.

“Social media have become the 
only independent voice where 
Arab youth, journalists, [non-gov-
ernmental organisations] and ac-
tivists can express their individual 
point of view.”

Instant messaging service What-
sApp is, by far, the most popular 
social media platform with about 
60% of young Arabs saying they 
use it on a daily basis; 55% of re-
spondents said they used Facebook 
daily, compared to 33% who said 
they used YouTube and 28% who 
used Twitter or Instagram.

WhatsApp, owned by Facebook, 
is one of the most popular messag-
ing apps in the Middle East and not 
just for young people. One of the 
reasons for the app’s popularity is 
its perceived strong encryption, 
with WhatsApp recently providing 
even stronger end-to-end encryp-
tion in an update.

“WhatsApp has always priori-
tised making your data and com-
munication as secure as possible… 
No one can see inside the message. 
Not cybercriminals. Not hack-
ers. Not oppressive regimes. Not 
even us,” WhatsApp co-founder 
Jan Koum wrote in a blog post an-
nouncing the latest update.

It is in their news consumption 
that Arab youth habits are chang-
ing the most and fastest. The Arab 
Youth Survey appeared to strike the 
death knell for print media, with 
7% of respondents saying they read 
newspapers on a daily basis. In 
2011, the year that marked the start 
of the “Arab spring”, 62% of Arabs 
aged 18-24 said they read newspa-
pers on a daily basis.

Overall, most young Arabs con-
tinue to get their news from tel-
evision (63%) and online sources 
(45%) but social media are becom-
ing increasingly popular ways of 
consuming and particularly sharing 
news; 52% of respondents said they 
used Facebook to share interesting 
news articles, up from 41% in 2015. 
About one-third of those asked said 

they used social media in general 
— without specifying which plat-
forms — to obtain their daily dose 
of news, with social media and on-
line news consumption necessarily 
going hand-in-hand.

“Newspapers and traditional 
forms of media need to provide a 
platform and voice without any re-
strictions to Arab youth. This will 
renew the youth’s faith in these in-
stitutions and therefore allow their 
continuity, rather than it being the 
end of them,” Khazaal said.  “Social 
media have and will continue to 
provide a much needed check and 
balance on the media industry as 
a whole and I believe society ben-
efits from this contrast of points of 
view.”

Arab youth are following global 
trends with more people accessing 
news through social media net-
works. A 2015 report by the Pew 
Research Center said that 63% of 
Facebook and Twitter users said 
they get news from the sites, with 
young people particularly relying 
on social media as news sources.

The chapter focusing on young 
Arabs’ use of media, titled The Age 
of Social, was written by Damian 
Radcliffe, a journalism professor at 
the University of Oregon’s School 
of Journalism and Communication.

“This preference to digest news 
digitally — and often on the move — 
is only likely to increase as smart-
phones become increasingly af-
fordable. The GSMA, a trade body 

for the global mobile industry, an-
ticipates that the number of smart-
phone connections in the region 
will grow by 117 million to 327 mil-
lion by the end of the decade,” he 
wrote.

“For some audiences, social me-
dia are the primary means by which 
news and information are both dis-
covered and distributed, a trait that 
is only going to become more prev-
alent,” Radcliffe said in the report.

“As social networks develop 
further links with publishers, gov-
ernment entities and other media 
providers, their influence — and im-
portance — is only going to grow.”

Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab 
Weekly correspondent in London.

Meet the Arab social media generation

Syrian refugees from Kobani pose for a “selfie”, moments after arriving on a dinghy on the island of 
Lesbos, Greece, last August.

“Throughout the 
Middle East, social 
media have emerged 
as a replacement for 
the lack of public 
space.”
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Why young Iraqis do not like the United States

I
t is not the kind of poll 
results that Americans, and 
especially US politicians and 
military leaders, want to 
hear.

The American firm Penn 
Schoen Berland, sponsored by a 
Dubai-based affiliate of Burson 
Marsteller, undertook an exten-
sive survey that included 3,250 
interviews in 15 countries in the 
Arab world. Participants were aged 
18-24 and 250 in-person interviews 
were conducted in Iraq. The survey 
data have a margin of error of plus 
or minus 1.65%.

There were positive results. The 
survey indicated that Arabs across 
the region reject the Islamic State 
(ISIS) and say it will fail and that 
governments need to do more to 
promote women’s rights.

However, the question “Do 
you consider the US a strong ally, 
somewhat of an ally, somewhat 
of an enemy or a strong enemy of 
your country?” produced disturb-
ing results. While respondents 
from Gulf countries said they con-
sider the United States an impor-
tant ally, the results from Iraq were 
eye-opening.

Nearly all — 93% — of young Ira-
qis surveyed said they considered 

the United States an enemy. Only 
1% said they considered it an ally.

These are young people who 
grew up “free” — not under the 
repressive thumb of Saddam Hus-
sein. They were the ones who were 
going to turn Iraq around and help 
forge a “strong bond”. Instead, a 
war that cost $2 trillion looks to 
have gained the United States al-
most no goodwill among the young 
people of Iraq.

Then again, why would it? More 
than 100,000 Iraqis died directly or 
indirectly as a result of US inter-
vention. The country is rife with 
corruption and violence. More than 
one-quarter of the population lives 
in poverty.

Unemployment among Iraq’s 
youth is more than 30%. According 
to a 2015 UN report: “The [Iraqi] 
economy is unable to produce 
enough jobs to employ the 450,000 

Iraqis entering the labour force 
each year.”

So how do you start to turn 
around such a desperately bad 
situation?

The United States will have a 
new president next January and 
if he or she wants to change the 
minds of the 93% of Iraqi youth, a 
much different path must be fol-
lowed.

The first thing a new president 
has to face is the fact that the 
United States’s “adventure” in Iraq 
has led to abysmal results. The 
trillions of dollars spent, the lost 
US and Iraqi lives, the continued 
backing of the wrong horse in Iraqi 
politics, the inability to prevent the 
rise of ISIS, the possible break-up of 
Iraq, the rising influence of Iran in 
the country — very, very little has 
worked in America’s favour.

Defeating ISIS remains, at least 

for the moment, the key concern. 
There is no reason, however, that 
other options cannot be explored at 
the same time.

It is a cliché to say it but true 
nonetheless: If Iraq manages to 
stay together after the defeat of 
ISIS, it needs a Marshall Plan-like 
solution. For instance, imagine if 
only a few billion of that $2 trillion 
had been used to educate young 
Iraqis. (UN figures indicate that 
school attendance figures take a 
sharp drop after primary school.)

Such a plan cannot stop with 
education. Educated people need 
jobs. The United States needs to 
work with top economic minds in 
Iraq and the region to create — not 
impose — an economic solution for 
Iraq, one that does not just depend 
on oil.

Before that can happen, how-
ever, Iraq needs to clean up its own 
act. You can’t create a new econo-
my with a model of governance rife 
with corruption and sectarianism. 
Shias, Sunnis and Kurds need to 
buy into a new economic vision 
together and believe that all will 
prosper.

Yes, it reads like a fairy tale. It is 
hard to talk about such an idea at 
this moment, let alone begin plan-
ning. However, it is hard to see that 
there is anything to lose by trying 
an approach that might improve 
the lives of young Iraqis, not con-
tinue to drive them away.

Tom Regan, a columnist at 
factsandopinion.com, previously 
worked for the Christian Science 
Monitor, National Public Radio, the 
Boston Globe and the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation.
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View point
Only 1% 
said they 
considered 
the US an 
ally.

Nearly all — 93% — of 
young Iraqis surveyed 
said they considered 
the United States an 
enemy.
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